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The case for fast timing

Traditionally, high resolution timing detectors are used in HEP to
identify particles

I Measure the time to fly between two points to obtain the velocity
I Combine with momentum information to derive the mass

I Large systems: ALICE ToF: 160 m2. Similar area for the CBM ToF
wall at FAIR

Other well known applications of high resolution timing:

Mass analysis with ToF mass spectrometry

Positrom Emission Tomography: ToF reduces image noise

With a peak luminosity of ≈ 1035, the HL-LHC will produce 140 to
200 collisions per bunch crossing

I Disentangling interesting events from background only with tracking
and vertexing becomes challenging

I The average collision distance in time is 100÷ 170 ps
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Extra dimensions?

I Collision survivors can be used to probe new physics

pp → pγγp sensitive to extra-dimensions

Intact protons detected 250 m far from the collision point

Need of 10 ps timing to suppress pile-up
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Practical use of timing

TDC used to measure phase
difference in ADPLL

With scaling technologies speed
of gates increases

Work in the time domain also to
measure voltages

K. Otsuga et al,

IEEE International SoC Conference, 2012
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LiDARs

Timing can be one key ingredient for self-driving cars
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Timing with slow systems

I Calorimeters can profit from large signals to make timing is easier!

Calorimeters already achieve quite
good time resolution

System resolution now saturates at
around 100 ps

Exact values depends on the
situation considered

Interaction region ≈ 6 cm

With 30 ps resolution event origin
confined to 1 cm.

Need a 4-5x improvement with
respect to today standard

From D. Del Re, J. of Physics: Conference
Series 587 (2015),
doi:10.1088/1742-6596/587/1/012003
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Trends in timing systems

Improve time resolution well below 100 ps (target 10 ps or less)

Extend timing to densely packed detector systems

Make large detector cheaper

Need of highly integrated ASICs for timing

Timing involves two critical processes:

Signal generation in the sensor
Signal processing in the front-end electronics
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Timing from the sixties

Electronics timing resolution is very good since a while

The challenge is to replicate it over many channels
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Architecture for timing ASICs: single sampler

The sensor signal is usually amplified and shaped

A comparator generates a digital pulse

The threshold crossing time is captured and digitized by a TDC

Time walk can be calibrate off-line or corrected online with CFD

I The key building block is a fast, compact, and low-power TDC
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State-of-the-art TDC
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Abstract—This paper presents the design of a 9-bit, Two-Step 
Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) in 65 nm CMOS for the 
application in a time-mode ADC. The proposed TDC uses body-
biasing in the fine TDC to obtain the resolution of the entire 
TDC, which is simulated to be 1.08 ps. With a dynamic range of 
555 ps, the maximum conversion time between START and the 
availability of results is 2.7 ns. The proposed TDC consumes 
0.667 mW at 200 MHz, with a FoM of 0.0065 pJ/conversion. The 
DNL and INL are simulated to be -0.097/0.2 LSB and -0.12/0.41 
LSB respectively. 

Keywords—Time-to-digital Converter (TDC), time-mode ADC, 
body-biasing, vernier TDC, two-step architecture 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Device scaling has made it harder to resolve signals in the 

voltage domain with reasonable power consumption, due to 
poorer signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The reduced voltage 
headroom is a result of reduced supply voltage for reduced gate 
oxide thickness and a relatively higher threshold voltage. Noise 
on the other hand, does not scale with technology. This makes 
conventional voltage-mode implementation of ADCs 
increasingly difficult. Fortunately, switching time of a 
MOSFET has improved, giving more accuracy in time-domain 
resolution of digital signal edge transitions. This opens up the 
possibility of implementing ADCs in time-mode, capitalizing 
on this advantage. In such approaches, analog information is 
represented by time delay through a voltage-to-time converter 
(VTC) and processed by a time-to-digital converter (TDC) 
which is inherently digital and can exploit the digital 
advantages of newer technologies.  

Various architectures of TDCs have been introduced in the 
last decade aimed at achieving high resolution. Flash TDC is 
probably the simplest and fastest TDC, where the time input 
interval is reduced by the propagation of a delay cell, td until it 
is less than td. However its resolution is limited to td. In CMOS 
65 nm process, the delay of an inverter is approximately 15 ps, 
and the resolution will never be smaller than that. Vernier TDC 
exploits the delay difference between delay cells in two delay 
lines to achieve sub-gate resolution. The later signal (STOP) 
that goes through the delay line with tfast delay cells eventually 
catches up with the earlier signal (START) that goes through 
tslow delay line. Although a Vernier Ring TDC offers an 
increased dynamic range over its linear-implementation 
counterpart, the latency is still long. Time amplification TDC 
stretches time intervals to improve resolution, but the time gain 

can be uncertain due to PVT variations. Time amplification has 
been achieved using SR latch metastability, pulse train and 
even replicating delay cells [1]. Interpolating TDC requires a 
compromise between linearity of interpolated signals and cross 
currents. In a pipelined TDC in [2], the time interval is 
quantized for a fraction of the number of output bits. The 
quantization result is converted back to time and a residue is 
obtained. This residue is used in the next pipeline stage with 
the same fraction of output bits and same process. Pipelining 
helps to increase the conversion rate. 

For quantization of long time intervals with high resolution 
TDCs, the conversion takes a long time. A two-step TDC 
allows the time interval to be first coarsely quantized and the 
residue finely quantized by a high resolution TDC. There are 
largely two schemes of fine time quantization used in two-step 
TDCs: time-amplification of residue [1, 3-5] and simply a high 
resolution TDC with dynamic range equal to the quantization 
interval of the coarse TDC. Nonetheless, a multiplexer logic is 
needed to couple both stages, and there are many variants in 
the literature, for example pseudo-NMOS OR gate in [3], or a 
metastability-free selection logic in [6]. Theoretically, a two-
stage TDC is easy to implement, but the injection of unwanted 
time delay through the coupling makes the implementation 
challenging. 

We propose a two-step TDC architecture that meets the two 
design requirements: dynamic range of fine TDC ideally equal 
to the coarse TDC quantization interval, and a coupling without 
adding or reducing delay from the time residue. The proposed 
design first performs a coarse quantization conversion through 
a Flash TDC, followed by a fine quantization using a body-
biased Vernier TDC. This paper documents the proposed 
design with the following organization: in Section II, an 
overview of the working principle is presented. Section III 
details the circuit implementation of the proposed design. 
Simulation results and performance comparison with other 
TDCs are revealed in Section IV. Finally, Section V 
summarizes the work presented. 

II. PROPOSED TWO-STEP TDC 
Voltage-to-time signal translation usually takes a relatively 

long time, thus, the conversion time of the TDC should be as 
short as possible. The number of bits of the time-mode ADC is 
determined by that of the TDC, and higher resolution is ideal 
to achieve higher number of bits. A two-step TDC shown in  
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
All design simulations were carried out on Cadence 

Virtuoso using GF 65nm CMOS technology. The simulated 
output characteristics of the TDC is shown in figure 6. The 
TDC has a resolution of 1.08 ps and a dynamic range of 555 
ps. The maximum time taken for any conversion (Tconv) takes 
2.5 ns. Since this is a two-step TDC, the coarse TDC output are 
available 1 ns after the arrival of STOP for Tin,max. This 
relatively short conversion time is the advantage of the Flash 
architecture. A short term simulation test was performed by 
generating varying input intervals from 0 ps to 34.57 ps with a 
step size of 0.108 ps. The tests were performed at room 
temperature and a supply voltage of 1.2 V. The test results 
were used in MATLAB to generate the DNL and INL as 
shown in figure 7. The simulation reveals a DNL of -0.097/0.2 
LSB with σ of 0.074 LSB and an INL of -0.12/0.41 LSB with 
an average of 0.16 LSB and σ of 0.16 LSB and a range of 0.53 
LSB. The power consumption of the TDC is 0.667 mW at a 
frequency of 200 MHz. The TDC achieves a FoM of 0.0065 
pJ/conv. at a frequency of 200 MHz where the FoM is given by  

FOM = (Power / 2N) x FS   (6) 
Where Power is the power consumption, N is the number of 

bits and FS is the operating frequency of the TDC.  

 
Fig. 6 Simulated TDC output code versus input time 

 
Fig. 7 Simulated DNL and INL of the TDC 

 
TABLE I. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER ARCHITECTURES  

Reference [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] This 
work 

No. of bits 8 9 7 9 9 9 
Resolution 
(ps) 2.6 1.12 3.75 1.2 1.25 1.08 

fS (MHz) 80 250 200 150 10 200 

DNL (LSB) 1.84 0.6 0.9 0.67 ±0.8 -0.097 
/ 0.2 

INL (LSB) 2.36 1.7 2.3 0.62 ±2 -0.12 / 
0.41 

Power (mW) 2 15.4 3.6 8.299 3 0.667 
FoM 
[pJ/(con.step)] 0.0977 0.325 0.463 0.108 0.586 0.0065 

Scheme Time 
Amp. Pipeline Time 

Amp. 
Two-
step 

Two-
step 

Two-
step 

Technology 
(nm) 65 65 65 65 90 65 

V. CONCLUSION 
A Two-Step TDC that uses body-biasing has been 

presented for the application in a time-mode ADC. The source-
body junction is reverse-biased to tune the resolution of the 
fine TDC in order to achieve the overall TDC resolution. This 
avoids the inaccuracy related to time amplification of residual 
time and/or the strict design requirement to match the dynamic 
range of the fine TDC to the resolution of the coarse TDC. The 
proposed multiplexer network also minimises the addition of 
delay into the residual time. Implemented entirely with digital 
circuits, the TDC consumes only 0.667mW at 200MHz.  
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Fig. 1 Simplified diagram of the proposed coarse-fine TDC 
figure 1 has been proposed to achieve not only short 
conversion time, but also high resolution. A 4-bit coarse TDC 
that uses a Flash architecture quantizes the time input in large 
time intervals and a 5-bit fine TDC uses a Vernier architecture 
to quantize the residue. The time input interval is determined 
between two rising edge signals, START which appears first 
and STOP which appears later. The maximum time input of 
the TDC, Tin,max is equal to 24 times of each coarse delay cell, 
tC, which is equal to the dynamic range of the fine TDC. 

A. Coarse TDC 
A 4-bit coarse TDC has 16 delay cells and each cell delays 

START by tC ps. STOP is connected in parallel to 16 arbiters 
with each connected to a delayed version of START. Each 
arbiter determines if delayed-START or STOP arrives first. At 
the arrival of STOP signal, the arbiters with STOP before 
delayed-START (ci) will output a “1” at the F output and a “0” 
at the complementary S output, and vice versa. The ci-signal 
connected to the first (i-th) arbiter to have F=1 will be used to 
generate the START_v and STOP_v for the fine TDC. An 
illustration is shown in figure 2. Since STOP appears before the 
16th delayed-START (c16), i=16 and consequently, the 
corresponding decimal output for the coarse TDC is 1510.  

In the example shown in figure 2, the actual residue 
between c15 and STOP is the inverse of the residual time 
interval used for fine TDC quantization. The output from the 
fine TDC simply has to be flipped to correctly represent the 
actual residue. A 4-bit TDC should have an output range of 010 
to 1510. By design, ci used to generate the residual time interval 
will always be one coarse delay cell later. When STOP appears 
before c1, Tin is less than tC, and F1=1. Thus, the coarse output 
should not register 110, but 010 instead. Intuitively, when STOP 
appears after c16, Tin has already exceeded Tin,max, which 
should have a maximum coarse output of 1510. The actual 
residue of Tin,max – Tc15 is quantized by the fine TDC. 
Therefore, the coarse TDC output should be subtracted by one. 

B. Fine TDC 
The fine TDC works in a vernier principle where the 

resolution is given in equation 1, where START_v is delayed by 
tS and STOP_v by tF. 

tres = tS - tF    (1) 

c15

Tin

Tresidue’
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START

c1

c16

STOP

F1 – F15

F16

START_v

STOP_v Tresidue’

 
Fig. 2 Timing diagram of the coarse TDC 

The vernier principle works in a way that STOP_v will 
eventually catch up with START_v since tF is smaller than tS. 
When it does, the first arbiter that registers it will be the output 
of the fine TDC. It is important to keep the relationship 
between tC and tres as given in equation 2. The dynamic range 
of the fine TDC should never exceed the propagation delay of 
one coarse delay cell, otherwise linearity of the TDC is 
compromised. 

tC = 25 x tres    (2) 
 In order to ensure this requirement, body biasing has been 

introduced in the fine TDC based on an earlier work [7]. Time 
amplification is uncertain under PVT variations and linearity 
can thus be compromised. Designing the delay cells in the 
vernier stage by transistor sizing to achieve the aforementioned 
requirement also subjects the linearity to PVT variations. 
Body-biasing has been used as a calibration means against 
PVT variations, and the advantage of using body-bias is 
twofold. Firstly, body-biasing allows the individual voltage 
tuning of the two delay lines in the fine TDC to achieve the 
desired resolution. Secondly, this mode of voltage control gives 
a much finer delay adjustment than gate biasing. Without body-
bias, increasing the gate voltage results in a higher resolution. 
With a fixed gate bias, increasing the body bias (decreasing vsb) 
results in a higher resolution but at a much slower rate.  

C. Multiplexer network 
When data is transferred from the first stage to the second 

in any two-step architecture, error may be added in. To achieve 
an accurate transfer of time residue from the coarse to the fine 
stage, there should ideally be no delay loss or gain in the 
residual time. A multiplexer (MUX) network is proposed to 
ensure this as shown in figure 3. The main idea is to open up 
only one path from the input to the output. It consists of a one-
out-of-N code generator comprising of a series of NAND gates 
as the first stage, and a second stage comprising of an array of 
MUX in 4 levels. As mentioned before, each arbiter has two 
mutually-inverting outputs, F and S. If STOP appears before 
c10, 0’s are expected at F1-F9 and 1’s at F10-F16=1, i.e. 
F1…F16 is 0000000001111111. The one-out-of-N code 
generator produces only a single 1 from the 4-bit thermometer 
code to become 0000000001000000. This single 1 points the 
exact location of the first arbiter with F = 1. This code is also 
used to select one of the two MUX inputs for every MUX at 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
Device scaling has made it harder to resolve signals in the 

voltage domain with reasonable power consumption, due to 
poorer signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The reduced voltage 
headroom is a result of reduced supply voltage for reduced gate 
oxide thickness and a relatively higher threshold voltage. Noise 
on the other hand, does not scale with technology. This makes 
conventional voltage-mode implementation of ADCs 
increasingly difficult. Fortunately, switching time of a 
MOSFET has improved, giving more accuracy in time-domain 
resolution of digital signal edge transitions. This opens up the 
possibility of implementing ADCs in time-mode, capitalizing 
on this advantage. In such approaches, analog information is 
represented by time delay through a voltage-to-time converter 
(VTC) and processed by a time-to-digital converter (TDC) 
which is inherently digital and can exploit the digital 
advantages of newer technologies.  

Various architectures of TDCs have been introduced in the 
last decade aimed at achieving high resolution. Flash TDC is 
probably the simplest and fastest TDC, where the time input 
interval is reduced by the propagation of a delay cell, td until it 
is less than td. However its resolution is limited to td. In CMOS 
65 nm process, the delay of an inverter is approximately 15 ps, 
and the resolution will never be smaller than that. Vernier TDC 
exploits the delay difference between delay cells in two delay 
lines to achieve sub-gate resolution. The later signal (STOP) 
that goes through the delay line with tfast delay cells eventually 
catches up with the earlier signal (START) that goes through 
tslow delay line. Although a Vernier Ring TDC offers an 
increased dynamic range over its linear-implementation 
counterpart, the latency is still long. Time amplification TDC 
stretches time intervals to improve resolution, but the time gain 

can be uncertain due to PVT variations. Time amplification has 
been achieved using SR latch metastability, pulse train and 
even replicating delay cells [1]. Interpolating TDC requires a 
compromise between linearity of interpolated signals and cross 
currents. In a pipelined TDC in [2], the time interval is 
quantized for a fraction of the number of output bits. The 
quantization result is converted back to time and a residue is 
obtained. This residue is used in the next pipeline stage with 
the same fraction of output bits and same process. Pipelining 
helps to increase the conversion rate. 

For quantization of long time intervals with high resolution 
TDCs, the conversion takes a long time. A two-step TDC 
allows the time interval to be first coarsely quantized and the 
residue finely quantized by a high resolution TDC. There are 
largely two schemes of fine time quantization used in two-step 
TDCs: time-amplification of residue [1, 3-5] and simply a high 
resolution TDC with dynamic range equal to the quantization 
interval of the coarse TDC. Nonetheless, a multiplexer logic is 
needed to couple both stages, and there are many variants in 
the literature, for example pseudo-NMOS OR gate in [3], or a 
metastability-free selection logic in [6]. Theoretically, a two-
stage TDC is easy to implement, but the injection of unwanted 
time delay through the coupling makes the implementation 
challenging. 

We propose a two-step TDC architecture that meets the two 
design requirements: dynamic range of fine TDC ideally equal 
to the coarse TDC quantization interval, and a coupling without 
adding or reducing delay from the time residue. The proposed 
design first performs a coarse quantization conversion through 
a Flash TDC, followed by a fine quantization using a body-
biased Vernier TDC. This paper documents the proposed 
design with the following organization: in Section II, an 
overview of the working principle is presented. Section III 
details the circuit implementation of the proposed design. 
Simulation results and performance comparison with other 
TDCs are revealed in Section IV. Finally, Section V 
summarizes the work presented. 

II. PROPOSED TWO-STEP TDC 
Voltage-to-time signal translation usually takes a relatively 

long time, thus, the conversion time of the TDC should be as 
short as possible. The number of bits of the time-mode ADC is 
determined by that of the TDC, and higher resolution is ideal 
to achieve higher number of bits. A two-step TDC shown in  
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poorer signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The reduced voltage 
headroom is a result of reduced supply voltage for reduced gate 
oxide thickness and a relatively higher threshold voltage. Noise 
on the other hand, does not scale with technology. This makes 
conventional voltage-mode implementation of ADCs 
increasingly difficult. Fortunately, switching time of a 
MOSFET has improved, giving more accuracy in time-domain 
resolution of digital signal edge transitions. This opens up the 
possibility of implementing ADCs in time-mode, capitalizing 
on this advantage. In such approaches, analog information is 
represented by time delay through a voltage-to-time converter 
(VTC) and processed by a time-to-digital converter (TDC) 
which is inherently digital and can exploit the digital 
advantages of newer technologies.  

Various architectures of TDCs have been introduced in the 
last decade aimed at achieving high resolution. Flash TDC is 
probably the simplest and fastest TDC, where the time input 
interval is reduced by the propagation of a delay cell, td until it 
is less than td. However its resolution is limited to td. In CMOS 
65 nm process, the delay of an inverter is approximately 15 ps, 
and the resolution will never be smaller than that. Vernier TDC 
exploits the delay difference between delay cells in two delay 
lines to achieve sub-gate resolution. The later signal (STOP) 
that goes through the delay line with tfast delay cells eventually 
catches up with the earlier signal (START) that goes through 
tslow delay line. Although a Vernier Ring TDC offers an 
increased dynamic range over its linear-implementation 
counterpart, the latency is still long. Time amplification TDC 
stretches time intervals to improve resolution, but the time gain 

can be uncertain due to PVT variations. Time amplification has 
been achieved using SR latch metastability, pulse train and 
even replicating delay cells [1]. Interpolating TDC requires a 
compromise between linearity of interpolated signals and cross 
currents. In a pipelined TDC in [2], the time interval is 
quantized for a fraction of the number of output bits. The 
quantization result is converted back to time and a residue is 
obtained. This residue is used in the next pipeline stage with 
the same fraction of output bits and same process. Pipelining 
helps to increase the conversion rate. 

For quantization of long time intervals with high resolution 
TDCs, the conversion takes a long time. A two-step TDC 
allows the time interval to be first coarsely quantized and the 
residue finely quantized by a high resolution TDC. There are 
largely two schemes of fine time quantization used in two-step 
TDCs: time-amplification of residue [1, 3-5] and simply a high 
resolution TDC with dynamic range equal to the quantization 
interval of the coarse TDC. Nonetheless, a multiplexer logic is 
needed to couple both stages, and there are many variants in 
the literature, for example pseudo-NMOS OR gate in [3], or a 
metastability-free selection logic in [6]. Theoretically, a two-
stage TDC is easy to implement, but the injection of unwanted 
time delay through the coupling makes the implementation 
challenging. 

We propose a two-step TDC architecture that meets the two 
design requirements: dynamic range of fine TDC ideally equal 
to the coarse TDC quantization interval, and a coupling without 
adding or reducing delay from the time residue. The proposed 
design first performs a coarse quantization conversion through 
a Flash TDC, followed by a fine quantization using a body-
biased Vernier TDC. This paper documents the proposed 
design with the following organization: in Section II, an 
overview of the working principle is presented. Section III 
details the circuit implementation of the proposed design. 
Simulation results and performance comparison with other 
TDCs are revealed in Section IV. Finally, Section V 
summarizes the work presented. 

II. PROPOSED TWO-STEP TDC 
Voltage-to-time signal translation usually takes a relatively 

long time, thus, the conversion time of the TDC should be as 
short as possible. The number of bits of the time-mode ADC is 
determined by that of the TDC, and higher resolution is ideal 
to achieve higher number of bits. A two-step TDC shown in  
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Abstract— This paper presents a time-to-digital (TDC) design 
with large detectable range and fine resolution, combining a ring 
TDC with a 2-dimentional (2D) Vernier TDC. The detectable 
range has been greatly increased to 14 bits with the ring 
structure. A 1-ps resolution was achieving with 2D Vernier 
architecture. Utilizing the 2nd order ΔΣ modulators (SDM) and a 
2D spiral arbiter array, the proposed TDC greatly mitigates the 
quantization errors introduced by digitally controlled delay cells 
and the intrinsic arbiter line folding errors associated with the 
2D array topology. The measured maximum DNL/INL are 
0.41/0.79ps with ΔΣ linearization. A prototype TDC chip 
fabricated in 130nm CMOS technology achieves a conversion 
rate of 10 MS/s while consumes 2.4 mW power. 

Keywords— TDC, resolution, detectable range, linearization, 
INL, DNL, ΔΣ modulation, quantization error. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Digital phase locked loop (DPLL) has been intensively 

studied nowadays, and there are many different DPLL 
architecture. Time-to-digital converter (TDC) plays a 
significant role, among all kinds of DPLL variants. Since the 
resolution of the TDC is approaching 1-ps level and the 
nonlinearity has been greatly suppressed with newly developed 
techniques [1-2], DPLL’s main performance, in-band phase 
noise and fractional spur level, is now competitive with 
traditional analog PLLs. Overtaking analog PLL is not the 
reason why people keep focusing on DPLLs. It is because 
DPLL is more compatible with digital controlled system and is 
suitable for direct phase and frequency modulation. Unlike 
synthesizer designs, DPLL based modulator demands TDCs 
with large detectable range and excellent linearity [3-4]. 
Therefore, it’s highly desirable to develop a TDC that can 
achieve large detectable range, fine resolution and good 
linearity simultaneously. 

In this paper, we presented a TDC design with a large 
detectable range of 14 bits, fine resolution of 1ps and excellent 
differential linearity (DNL)/integral linearity (INL) of 
0.41ps/0.79ps owing to the following novel techniques: (i) a 
combined ring and 2D Vernier TDC is used to 14 bits 
detectable range and 1ps resolution; (ii) a 2nd order ΔΣ 
modulator (SDM) is adopted to mitigates the quantization 
errors introduced by the delay cell nonlinearity; (iii) the 2D 
arbiter comparison path is arranged in a spiral form in order to 
improve its INL; (iv) an additional 2nd order SDM is used to 
randomize the arbiter line folding errors associated with the 2-
D arbiter array topology. Traditionally, technologies with small 
feature size are preferred for mixed-signal designs such as 
TDC design to achieve better performance and power 
efficiency. However, after five decades, it seems that the 

Moore’s low has come to a crossroads. As a result, there is an 
increased benefit to focus on circuit innovations rather than 
simply pursue the use of technologies with small feature size to 
further improve the circuit performance figure of merit (FoM). 
In this work, by using a large feature size technology (130nm 
CMOS) we presented a TDC achieving improved performance 
comparing to state-of-art TDC designs using small feature size 
processes. 

II. PROPOSED TDC ARCHITECTURE 
Resolution and detectable range are two critical and contra-

dictionary parameters for TDC designs. It is challenge to 
achieve fine resolution and large range simultaneously. Vernier 
based TDCs achieve good resolution, yet with limited range 
[5]. Ring based TDCs have a wide detectable range, while its 
resolution and linearity are imperfect [6]. We presented a TDC 
in [2], which achieved 1.25ps resolution and 0.4ps nonlinearity 
by using spiral 2D comparator array and SDM linearization 
techniques. However, its 8 bits range is not able to support 
DPLLs with output frequency less than 3GHz. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Proposed 2D spiral Vernier ring TDC with 2nd order ΣΔ 
linearization, and (b) ring/2D structure collaboration illustration. 
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2.4mW under a conversion rate of 10MS/s and 1.2-volt power 
supply. With a 2nd order delay SDM running at 80MHz for 
delay interpolation and a 2nd order linearization SDM running 
at 10MHz folding error linearization, our proposed architecture 
achieved a very competitive linearity performance with 
DNL/INL of 0.41/0.79 ps when compared with state-of-the-art 
TDC designs. Fig. 10 is a comparison considering both data 
converter FoM and TDC effective resolution. Table II 
summarized our TDC key performance and compared with 
newly reported TDC designs. 

 
Fig. 8. Die photograph of the TDC prototype chip. 

 
Fig. 9. Measured TDC full-range transfer curves and INL. 
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Fig. 10. Performance comparison. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
We presented a combined ring and 2D Vernier TDC with 

14-bit (1.6ns) detectable range and 1-ps resolution. The delay 
ring TDC is equipped with a 2nd order SDM with 8 times 
oversampling ratio to interpolate the precise delays need for a 
taped measurement for calibrating the rising and falling delays 
in order to achieve the large detectable range and suppress INL 
accumulation in the ring. The 2D Vernier TDC consists 2nd 
order SDMs for both delay interpolation and folding error 
linearization. With 1ps resolution, the TDC still achieved state-
of-the-art measured linearity performance with DNL/INL of 
0.41ps/0.79ps, demonstrating a very competitive TDC design 
using a large feature size technology of 0.13um CMOS. 
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TABLE I.  TDCS PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
 VLSI 14 [7] ISSCC 15 [8] ISSCC 16 [9] CICC 17 [2] ISSCC 17 [1] This work 

Topology Cyclic Stochastic SS-ADC 2D Vernier SAR-ADC Ring+2D Vernier 
Process 28nm 14nm 65nm 45nm 14nm 130nm

NoB 12 10 6.1 8 7 14
ENoB (1) 9.74 8.28 5.76 7.58 3.68 13.2

Resolution 0.63ps 1.17ps 6ps 1.25ps 0.2ps 1.0ps 
ER (2) 3.15ps 3.85ps 7.60ps 1.67ps 2ps (4) 1.74ps 

Speed [MHz] 10 100 40 80 26 10 
DNL [LSB]/[ps] 0.5/0.32 0.8/0.94 ---/--- 0.25/0.31 ---/--- 0.41/0.41 
INL [LSB]/[ps] 3.8/2.39 2.3/2.7 0.27/1.6 0.34/0.4 9/1.8 0.79/0.79 

Power [mW] 0.82 0.78 0.36 0.33 --- 2.4 
FoM (3) 0.02 0.01 0.13 0.02 --- 0.02 

1. ENoB = NoB – log2 (INL+1). 
2. Effective Resolution (ER) = Resolution × 2(NOB – ENOB). 
3. FoM = Power / (2NOB × FS) [pJ / conv-step]. 
4. calculated based on in-band phase noise. PN = 10log(N2(2πfr)2tres

2/12/fr).
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Figure 19.7.1: Conceptual block diagram of the TDC excluding the DCO-period
normalization circuit.

Figure 19.7.2: Detailed circuit implementation and the timing diagram of the
TDC.

Figure 19.7.3: Circuit implementation and timing diagram of PD.

Figure 19.7.5: Measured ADPLL phase noise at integer (top-left) and fractional
(top-right) channel.

Figure 19.7.6: Performance comparison with the recently reported TDCs and
ADPLLs.

Figure 19.7.4: Measured TDC output (top left), INL (top right), and power
spectrum density (bottom) with a 92kHz 400ps peak-to-peak sinusoidal phase-
modulated 2.4GHz input and a 40MHz reference. 19
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Several research studies have considered replacing traditional analog PLLs with
an all-digital PLL (ADPLL). In such studies, a key topic relates to the resolution
and linearity of the TDC. Power-hungry techniques, such as a Vernier delay line
(VDL) and a time amplifier (TA) [1,2], have been proposed to improve time
resolution. Recently, a digital-to-time converter (DTC) has been employed to
enable power reductions of the VDL and TA-based TDCs by minimizing the
number of VDLs and TAs [3,4]. However, the nonlinearity of the DTC remains a
problem, since it is much larger than the time resolution of the TDCs and becomes
a significant source of fractional spur in the ADPLL. In [3], the effect of the
nonlinearity is decreased by utilizing a dithering technique at the expense of a
long calibration time (>100ms). The DTC requires inherently more calibration
effort for full-scale-delay detection and normalization, since the difference between
the full-scale delay and the DCO period also increases the fractional spur
significantly. On the other hand, time-to-amplitude-conversion-based TDCs may
be another candidate for a high-resolution low-power TDC [5]. However, issues
surrounding the nonlinearity of the charge pump (CP) and the full-scale-delay
detection limit their utility.

This paper introduces a single-slope (SS-) ADC-based TDC utilized within a
counter-based ADPLL. The SS-ADC shares the high-speed counter operating at
the DCO frequency with that in the feedback path of the ADPLL. This sharing
allows the TDC to be both DCO-period detection-free and low power. Also, the
nonlinearity of the time-to-amplitude conversion is cancelled by sharing the
current source with that for the ramp generation in the SS-ADC, resulting in better
INL performance. The proposed TDC achieves 1.6ps (0.27LSB) INL and 8.9ps
(5.5ENOB) effective resolution (measured). Power consumption is 360µW.

Figure 19.7.1 shows a block diagram of the TDC. The TDC consists of a phase
detector (PD), a CP, and an SS-ADC. In the TDC, the SS-ADC shares the counter
for measuring the ramp-up time with that of the ADPLL for measuring DCO integer
phase. This sharing allows the TDC to be DCO-period detection-free and low
power. First, φF, which is the fractional phase difference between the reference
signal REF and the DCO, is detected by the PD and is converted to the voltage
signal, VF, by the CP. The SS-ADC converts VF to a digital signal, Dout, via the high-
speed binary counter output, which counts until the internal charge pump output
(VRAMP) reaches VF. If the slope ratio between VF and VRAMP equals N:1, the SS-
ADC output Dout becomes N*φF /2π, as shown in the bottom right of the figure.
Hence, with full-range input phase for the TDC, which is φF = 2π, the SS-ADC
output Dout becomes N, which is identical to the slope ratio. A significant feature
of the TDC is thus that the normalization factor of the DCO period is already known
and does not need to be detected. It is also noteworthy that this relation would
be constant even if the DCO period were changed. Moreover, the high-speed
counter, which is the most power-hungry block in SS-ADC, is shared with the
ADPLL, resulting in lower power consumption.

Figure 19.7.2 shows the detailed circuit implementation and the timing diagram
of the TDC. The CP, consisting of the cascode current source Mp1 and Mp2, and
the capacitor CF is used for the φF-to-VF conversion. Note that the SS-ADC uses
the same current source for generating the ramp-up signal VRAMP. By sharing the
current source, the nonlinearities of the time-to-amplitude conversion (VF) and
the amplitude-to-digital conversion (VRAMP) cancel each other out. A second
significant feature of the TDC is that the nonlinearity of the CP has less impact on
the INL performance than conventional techniques using the CP. In Fig. 19.7.2,
the capacitor ratio between CF and CR and thus the slope ratio are set to 70, which
sets the number of bits of the TDC to 6.1b and the normalization factor of 2π to
70. The normalization factor can be set more accurately than 6b resolution by
careful layout design, since capacitive mismatch is the only error source. The
beginning of the conversion cycle (Start signal assertion) is generated from the
falling edge of φF, as shown in the timing diagram. The ramp-up of VRAMP is halted
by the comparator output (Stop) and DFF1. The SS-ADC captures the counter
outputs when Start and Stop are asserted. The difference between them is Dout

(e.g. 83–14 = 69). Dout is normalized as the fractional phase data DF by dividing it
by the normalization factor, 70. The count value when Start is asserted can be
reused for the DCO integer phase data DI.

The left side of Fig. 19.7.3 shows the circuit implementation and the timing
diagram of the PD. The PD consists of two DFFs, an XOR, and an AND circuit. To
avoid metastability, the PD uses the DCO differential output. The first DFF retimes
REF by DCOp, and generates RTREFf. If there is no DFF metastability, φF can be
accurately detected from REF and RTREFf, as shown in φF (Ideal). However, when
the two edges of REF and DCO are very close, the metastability produces a large
error as shown in φF (Actual). Hence, the proposed PD retimes RTREFf once more
by DCOm, which sets φF to the ideal value plus the offset p, as shown in φF
(Proposed). The offset prevents the SS-ADC from falling into false operation. In
Fig. 19.7.2, if the comparator of the SS-ADC has a large offset exceeding VF, Stop
is initially high at the beginning of the conversion cycle and EN never becomes
low, resulting in SS-ADC conversion error. The offset in the PD keeps VF higher
than the comparator negative offset. The schematic of the comparator in the SS-
ADC is shown in the right side of Fig. 19.7.3. The comparator consists of two
amplifiers and two source-follower-based input buffers. The input common-mode
dependence of the comparator produces output delay variation, leading the INL
degradation of the SS-ADC. Therefore, a differential structure is employed to
suppress the variation to be less than 1LSB of the counter, 416ps.

The prototype is fabricated in a standard 65nm CMOS process and it occupies
0.11×0.2mm2 (see Fig. 19.7.7). The IC also includes a type-II ADPLL for evaluating
the TDC performance. Fig. 19.7.4 shows the dynamically measured TDC output,
INL, and power spectrum density with a 92kHz 400ps peak-to-peak sinusoidal
phase-modulated 2.4GHz input and a 40MHz reference. The measured INL
obtained from a sinusoidal fit is ±1.6ps (±0.27LSB). The measured SNDR is 35dB
(5.5ENOB), which is equal to 8.9ps effective time resolution. The HD2 and HD3
are -45dBc and -54dBc, respectively. The upper side of Fig. 19.7.5 shows the
measured ADPLL phase noise performance at the integer frequency (2.24GHz)
and fractional frequency (2.24GHz+78kHz). The in-band phase noise at the
fractional channel is -104.4dBc/Hz, which corresponds to a TDC resolution of
5.6ENOB theoretically, and fits well with the SNDR measurement result. The
bottom left of Fig. 19.7.5 shows the measured output spectrum at
2.24GHz+78kHz. The worst fractional spur is -52.6dBc. Fig. 19.7.5 also shows
the measured 3-sample’s worst fractional spurs at different channels. The
normalization factor is constant at 70 in all cases. The maximum value of the
worst fractional spur is -43dBc. Fig. 19.7.6 provides a performance comparison
with recently published TDCs and ADPLLs. The results presented for the current
TDC represent dynamic measurements. Observe that low INL and power
consumption of 360µW are achieved. Moreover, the TDC enables the ADPLL to
be DCO-period detection-free, while achieving the worst-case fractional spurs
below -43dBc at the 2.24-to-2.36GHz fractional channel.
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significantly. On the other hand, time-to-amplitude-conversion-based TDCs may
be another candidate for a high-resolution low-power TDC [5]. However, issues
surrounding the nonlinearity of the charge pump (CP) and the full-scale-delay
detection limit their utility.

This paper introduces a single-slope (SS-) ADC-based TDC utilized within a
counter-based ADPLL. The SS-ADC shares the high-speed counter operating at
the DCO frequency with that in the feedback path of the ADPLL. This sharing
allows the TDC to be both DCO-period detection-free and low power. Also, the
nonlinearity of the time-to-amplitude conversion is cancelled by sharing the
current source with that for the ramp generation in the SS-ADC, resulting in better
INL performance. The proposed TDC achieves 1.6ps (0.27LSB) INL and 8.9ps
(5.5ENOB) effective resolution (measured). Power consumption is 360µW.

Figure 19.7.1 shows a block diagram of the TDC. The TDC consists of a phase
detector (PD), a CP, and an SS-ADC. In the TDC, the SS-ADC shares the counter
for measuring the ramp-up time with that of the ADPLL for measuring DCO integer
phase. This sharing allows the TDC to be DCO-period detection-free and low
power. First, φF, which is the fractional phase difference between the reference
signal REF and the DCO, is detected by the PD and is converted to the voltage
signal, VF, by the CP. The SS-ADC converts VF to a digital signal, Dout, via the high-
speed binary counter output, which counts until the internal charge pump output
(VRAMP) reaches VF. If the slope ratio between VF and VRAMP equals N:1, the SS-
ADC output Dout becomes N*φF /2π, as shown in the bottom right of the figure.
Hence, with full-range input phase for the TDC, which is φF = 2π, the SS-ADC
output Dout becomes N, which is identical to the slope ratio. A significant feature
of the TDC is thus that the normalization factor of the DCO period is already known
and does not need to be detected. It is also noteworthy that this relation would
be constant even if the DCO period were changed. Moreover, the high-speed
counter, which is the most power-hungry block in SS-ADC, is shared with the
ADPLL, resulting in lower power consumption.

Figure 19.7.2 shows the detailed circuit implementation and the timing diagram
of the TDC. The CP, consisting of the cascode current source Mp1 and Mp2, and
the capacitor CF is used for the φF-to-VF conversion. Note that the SS-ADC uses
the same current source for generating the ramp-up signal VRAMP. By sharing the
current source, the nonlinearities of the time-to-amplitude conversion (VF) and
the amplitude-to-digital conversion (VRAMP) cancel each other out. A second
significant feature of the TDC is that the nonlinearity of the CP has less impact on
the INL performance than conventional techniques using the CP. In Fig. 19.7.2,
the capacitor ratio between CF and CR and thus the slope ratio are set to 70, which
sets the number of bits of the TDC to 6.1b and the normalization factor of 2π to
70. The normalization factor can be set more accurately than 6b resolution by
careful layout design, since capacitive mismatch is the only error source. The
beginning of the conversion cycle (Start signal assertion) is generated from the
falling edge of φF, as shown in the timing diagram. The ramp-up of VRAMP is halted
by the comparator output (Stop) and DFF1. The SS-ADC captures the counter
outputs when Start and Stop are asserted. The difference between them is Dout

(e.g. 83–14 = 69). Dout is normalized as the fractional phase data DF by dividing it
by the normalization factor, 70. The count value when Start is asserted can be
reused for the DCO integer phase data DI.

The left side of Fig. 19.7.3 shows the circuit implementation and the timing
diagram of the PD. The PD consists of two DFFs, an XOR, and an AND circuit. To
avoid metastability, the PD uses the DCO differential output. The first DFF retimes
REF by DCOp, and generates RTREFf. If there is no DFF metastability, φF can be
accurately detected from REF and RTREFf, as shown in φF (Ideal). However, when
the two edges of REF and DCO are very close, the metastability produces a large
error as shown in φF (Actual). Hence, the proposed PD retimes RTREFf once more
by DCOm, which sets φF to the ideal value plus the offset p, as shown in φF
(Proposed). The offset prevents the SS-ADC from falling into false operation. In
Fig. 19.7.2, if the comparator of the SS-ADC has a large offset exceeding VF, Stop
is initially high at the beginning of the conversion cycle and EN never becomes
low, resulting in SS-ADC conversion error. The offset in the PD keeps VF higher
than the comparator negative offset. The schematic of the comparator in the SS-
ADC is shown in the right side of Fig. 19.7.3. The comparator consists of two
amplifiers and two source-follower-based input buffers. The input common-mode
dependence of the comparator produces output delay variation, leading the INL
degradation of the SS-ADC. Therefore, a differential structure is employed to
suppress the variation to be less than 1LSB of the counter, 416ps.

The prototype is fabricated in a standard 65nm CMOS process and it occupies
0.11×0.2mm2 (see Fig. 19.7.7). The IC also includes a type-II ADPLL for evaluating
the TDC performance. Fig. 19.7.4 shows the dynamically measured TDC output,
INL, and power spectrum density with a 92kHz 400ps peak-to-peak sinusoidal
phase-modulated 2.4GHz input and a 40MHz reference. The measured INL
obtained from a sinusoidal fit is ±1.6ps (±0.27LSB). The measured SNDR is 35dB
(5.5ENOB), which is equal to 8.9ps effective time resolution. The HD2 and HD3
are -45dBc and -54dBc, respectively. The upper side of Fig. 19.7.5 shows the
measured ADPLL phase noise performance at the integer frequency (2.24GHz)
and fractional frequency (2.24GHz+78kHz). The in-band phase noise at the
fractional channel is -104.4dBc/Hz, which corresponds to a TDC resolution of
5.6ENOB theoretically, and fits well with the SNDR measurement result. The
bottom left of Fig. 19.7.5 shows the measured output spectrum at
2.24GHz+78kHz. The worst fractional spur is -52.6dBc. Fig. 19.7.5 also shows
the measured 3-sample’s worst fractional spurs at different channels. The
normalization factor is constant at 70 in all cases. The maximum value of the
worst fractional spur is -43dBc. Fig. 19.7.6 provides a performance comparison
with recently published TDCs and ADPLLs. The results presented for the current
TDC represent dynamic measurements. Observe that low INL and power
consumption of 360µW are achieved. Moreover, the TDC enables the ADPLL to
be DCO-period detection-free, while achieving the worst-case fractional spurs
below -43dBc at the 2.24-to-2.36GHz fractional channel.
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Architectures for timing ASICs: multiple sampler

The sensor signal is usually amplified and shaped
The full waveform is sampled and digitized at high speed
In many systems, sampling and digitization are decoupled
Timing is extracted with DSP algorithms from the digitized waveform
samples

I The critical blocks are ultra-fast analog memories and compact,
low-power ADCs
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Timing jitter in multiple-sampling

Sample the input signal beyond Nyquist

Assume first-order system relationship

σt =
tr

SNR
1√
N

N = tr
ts

σt =
1

SNR

√
0.35
BW ·fs =

1
SNR

1√
3f−3dB fs

SNR fs f−3db σt

10 1 Gs/s 150 MHz 150 ps

10 10 Gs/s 1.5 GHz 15 ps

100 1 Gs/s 150 MHz 15 ps
1000 10 Gs/s 1.5 GHz 0.15 ps

Redundacy is advantageous only if noise in uncorrelated

This is a kind of ultimate limit

The challenge is more in the SNR than in the sampling frequency
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Multi-GHz sampling

I In a TDC, the delayed pulses are captured into registers when the hit arrives

I In a WS, the delayed pulses are used to control the analog storage cells

I Sampling frequency is 1/∆ and can be well above 10 GHz in modern
technologies

I In earlier implementations open loop buffers were employed. Today the use
of DLL and PLL prevalent (jitter and sampling time uniformity)
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An example of sampling cell

E. Oberla et al., NIM A 735 (2014) 452-461

Small sampling capacitance (20 fF) to guarantee 1.5 GHz analog bandwidth

A Wilkinson ADC integrated in each cell

Common ADC ramp generated externally to the cell
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Full sampling with ADCs
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Abstract 

    A 10-bit 2GS/s time-interleaved SAR ADC with 
low-complexity background timing skew calibration is 
presented. 10% of the area is utilized for the interleaving 
mismatch estimation and correction. The ADC achieves -64dB 
mismatch spur and 50.1dB SNDR at Nyquist rate, with 
10.4mW power consumption and 0.014mm2 area in 16nm.  
 

Introduction 
    Time-interleaved (TI) SAR ADC is favored by high speed 
wire and wireless communication systems for its high 
scalability in speed with excellent energy efficiency. However 
from the view of cost, the add-on area for interleaving 
mismatch calibration turns out to be considerable, especially to 
the designs with low channel count. Due to the signal 
dependency, timing skew estimation requires much more 
effort than offset and gain mismatch. Autocorrelation or 
derivative based digital skew calculation [1][2] depends on 
costly multipliers. And the input signal is required to be wide 
sense stationary and band-limited in the Nyquist frequency. 
Introducing an extra reference channel [3] will help improve 
the robustness. Analog methods utilizing a reference clock 
[4][5] are more straightforward. But for background operation, 
substitution channel or additional conversion steps are 
required. Bandwidth mismatch between the reference clock 
branches may potentially limit the calibration accuracy. We 
present a background timing skew calibration technique based 
on modulated reference clock injection. The calibration costs 
fractional analog and digital overheads, and is less affected by 
bandwidth and gain mismatch.  

 
ADC Architecture and Calibration Method 

    The TI SAR ADC comprises four 500MS/s sub-channels. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the SAR channel is with a normal 
1bit/cycle architecture. The CDAC is weighted in a nonbinary 
way with optimum redundancy to correct the reference settling 
error. A reference clock injection path is added for timing skew 
extraction. Fig. 2 shows the clock timing. The reference clock 
CLKJ is synchronized by the 2GHz main clock CLKM, and 
aligned to the sub-channel sample clock CLKS. After the 
falling edge of CLKS, the skew related charge CJVJ will be kept 
on CJ. Then, the charge will be transferred to the CDAC as a 
part of the signal. By digitizing the sampled VJ, the skew of 
CLKS will be known. CLKS of each channel is tuned to 
centralize the measured VJ to a same target VJT so that the 
sample timing will be aligned. A 1-bit pseudo random 
sequence PN decides whether the positive or negative side will 
sample CLKJ, thus modulating the polarity of VJ. The digitized 
VJ can be extracted from the signal by correlating the ADC 
output with PN. CLKJ must be delivered to each channel with 
the skew mismatch no larger than the calibration step. This is 
achievable [4]~[6] if the bandwidth of the CLKJ sample path is 
high enough. The skew impact can be further reduced by fine 

tuning CLKJ to set the align target VJT as low as possible. As in 
Fig. 3(a), VJT is set to ¼VDD where CLKJ has already reached 
the highest slew rate. As compared in Fig. 3(b), less skew error 
ES will be accumulated at a low level of CLKJ, but the skew 
resolution ¨VJ/¨t has no difference for the same CLKJ slew 
rate. Global corner and mismatch simulation shows CLKJ 
mismatch between channels is 40fsrms, negligible for the 150fs 
tuning step. Further, owing to the low VJT, 3% gain error from 
the capacitor mismatch can be tolerated, which is not difficult 
to meet even for small CJ. The third benefit is that only 4% of 
the signal range is occupied to digitize VJT.  
    Fig. 4 shows the ADC diagram. CLKS and CLKJ are tuned 
by the delay lines DLYS and DLYJ. DLYS are with careful 
layout so that the tuning range can be minimized to 8ps for 
lower jitter. DLYJ is with larger tuning range with no jitter 
concern due to the digital average. CLKJ is first aligned to 
CLKS to have the average of VJ equal to VJT. Afterwards, the 
four CLKS are tuned towards the target. The digital unit 
performs correlation and average at 32MHz. The accurate 

�
Fig. 1 SAR channel with reference clock injection�

�
Fig. 2 Clock timing diagram�

�
Fig. 3 (a) CLKJ alignment (b) Skew error comparison�
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digitization of VJ needs 1M average cycles for full scale input 
signal. The digital unit is shared by the channel offset and gain 
estimation for averaging the ADC output and its absolute value. 
The gain and offset errors are corrected by tuning the local 
reference levels and the comparator preamp (Fig. 5). The 
tuning control is done by the software for flexibility. Active 
source-follower buffers are used to avoid large decoupling 
capacitors and improve the channel isolation. The CDAC 
redundancy allows reasonable power spent on the reference 
buffers. The asynchronous clock circuit is with customized 
logic cell optimized for critical rising and falling edges. The 
SAR logic is with dynamic latches for low power and low 
latency. The SAR sub-channels operate under global 0.85V 
supply, while the reference and clock supplies are internally 
regulated from analog 1.5V for low noise and jitter. 
 

Experiment Results 
    The TI SAR ADC is fabricated in a 16nmFFP process with 
an area of 0.014mm2. Fig. 6 shows the micrograph and layout. 
10% of the total area is spent on interleaving mismatch 
estimation and correction (analog 5%, digital 5%). Operating 
at 2GS/s, the ADC consumes 5.1mW from 0.85V and 5.3mW 
from 1.5V. Fig. 7(a) shows the measured FFT plot with 
991MHz 1.1Vpp input signal, the output is decimated by 63x. 
The Nyquist rate SNDR and SFDR is 50.1dB and 56dB, 
respectively. The highest HD2 is caused by the twisting and 
unbalanced signal paths on the combo test board. The timing 
skew calibration reduces the mismatch spur by 9dB to -64dB 
level.  Fig. 7(b) shows the measured INL of 0.72LSB and DNL 
of 0.65LSB. The dynamic performance versus the input 
frequency is plot in Fig. 8. The low frequency SNDR is 54.5dB, 
leading to the FOM of 12fJ/conv-step including the reference 
buffers and regulators. The 2GS/s conversion rate can be 
maintained at the worst case of 0.8V 80ºC on SS parts with 
<3dB SNR loss.  Table I gives the performance summary and 
comparison with the recently reported TI SAR ADCs.     
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digitization of VJ needs 1M average cycles for full scale input 
signal. The digital unit is shared by the channel offset and gain 
estimation for averaging the ADC output and its absolute value. 
The gain and offset errors are corrected by tuning the local 
reference levels and the comparator preamp (Fig. 5). The 
tuning control is done by the software for flexibility. Active 
source-follower buffers are used to avoid large decoupling 
capacitors and improve the channel isolation. The CDAC 
redundancy allows reasonable power spent on the reference 
buffers. The asynchronous clock circuit is with customized 
logic cell optimized for critical rising and falling edges. The 
SAR logic is with dynamic latches for low power and low 
latency. The SAR sub-channels operate under global 0.85V 
supply, while the reference and clock supplies are internally 
regulated from analog 1.5V for low noise and jitter. 
 

Experiment Results 
    The TI SAR ADC is fabricated in a 16nmFFP process with 
an area of 0.014mm2. Fig. 6 shows the micrograph and layout. 
10% of the total area is spent on interleaving mismatch 
estimation and correction (analog 5%, digital 5%). Operating 
at 2GS/s, the ADC consumes 5.1mW from 0.85V and 5.3mW 
from 1.5V. Fig. 7(a) shows the measured FFT plot with 
991MHz 1.1Vpp input signal, the output is decimated by 63x. 
The Nyquist rate SNDR and SFDR is 50.1dB and 56dB, 
respectively. The highest HD2 is caused by the twisting and 
unbalanced signal paths on the combo test board. The timing 
skew calibration reduces the mismatch spur by 9dB to -64dB 
level.  Fig. 7(b) shows the measured INL of 0.72LSB and DNL 
of 0.65LSB. The dynamic performance versus the input 
frequency is plot in Fig. 8. The low frequency SNDR is 54.5dB, 
leading to the FOM of 12fJ/conv-step including the reference 
buffers and regulators. The 2GS/s conversion rate can be 
maintained at the worst case of 0.8V 80ºC on SS parts with 
<3dB SNR loss.  Table I gives the performance summary and 
comparison with the recently reported TI SAR ADCs.     
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Abstract 

    A 10-bit 2GS/s time-interleaved SAR ADC with 
low-complexity background timing skew calibration is 
presented. 10% of the area is utilized for the interleaving 
mismatch estimation and correction. The ADC achieves -64dB 
mismatch spur and 50.1dB SNDR at Nyquist rate, with 
10.4mW power consumption and 0.014mm2 area in 16nm.  
 

Introduction 
    Time-interleaved (TI) SAR ADC is favored by high speed 
wire and wireless communication systems for its high 
scalability in speed with excellent energy efficiency. However 
from the view of cost, the add-on area for interleaving 
mismatch calibration turns out to be considerable, especially to 
the designs with low channel count. Due to the signal 
dependency, timing skew estimation requires much more 
effort than offset and gain mismatch. Autocorrelation or 
derivative based digital skew calculation [1][2] depends on 
costly multipliers. And the input signal is required to be wide 
sense stationary and band-limited in the Nyquist frequency. 
Introducing an extra reference channel [3] will help improve 
the robustness. Analog methods utilizing a reference clock 
[4][5] are more straightforward. But for background operation, 
substitution channel or additional conversion steps are 
required. Bandwidth mismatch between the reference clock 
branches may potentially limit the calibration accuracy. We 
present a background timing skew calibration technique based 
on modulated reference clock injection. The calibration costs 
fractional analog and digital overheads, and is less affected by 
bandwidth and gain mismatch.  

 
ADC Architecture and Calibration Method 

    The TI SAR ADC comprises four 500MS/s sub-channels. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the SAR channel is with a normal 
1bit/cycle architecture. The CDAC is weighted in a nonbinary 
way with optimum redundancy to correct the reference settling 
error. A reference clock injection path is added for timing skew 
extraction. Fig. 2 shows the clock timing. The reference clock 
CLKJ is synchronized by the 2GHz main clock CLKM, and 
aligned to the sub-channel sample clock CLKS. After the 
falling edge of CLKS, the skew related charge CJVJ will be kept 
on CJ. Then, the charge will be transferred to the CDAC as a 
part of the signal. By digitizing the sampled VJ, the skew of 
CLKS will be known. CLKS of each channel is tuned to 
centralize the measured VJ to a same target VJT so that the 
sample timing will be aligned. A 1-bit pseudo random 
sequence PN decides whether the positive or negative side will 
sample CLKJ, thus modulating the polarity of VJ. The digitized 
VJ can be extracted from the signal by correlating the ADC 
output with PN. CLKJ must be delivered to each channel with 
the skew mismatch no larger than the calibration step. This is 
achievable [4]~[6] if the bandwidth of the CLKJ sample path is 
high enough. The skew impact can be further reduced by fine 

tuning CLKJ to set the align target VJT as low as possible. As in 
Fig. 3(a), VJT is set to ¼VDD where CLKJ has already reached 
the highest slew rate. As compared in Fig. 3(b), less skew error 
ES will be accumulated at a low level of CLKJ, but the skew 
resolution ¨VJ/¨t has no difference for the same CLKJ slew 
rate. Global corner and mismatch simulation shows CLKJ 
mismatch between channels is 40fsrms, negligible for the 150fs 
tuning step. Further, owing to the low VJT, 3% gain error from 
the capacitor mismatch can be tolerated, which is not difficult 
to meet even for small CJ. The third benefit is that only 4% of 
the signal range is occupied to digitize VJT.  
    Fig. 4 shows the ADC diagram. CLKS and CLKJ are tuned 
by the delay lines DLYS and DLYJ. DLYS are with careful 
layout so that the tuning range can be minimized to 8ps for 
lower jitter. DLYJ is with larger tuning range with no jitter 
concern due to the digital average. CLKJ is first aligned to 
CLKS to have the average of VJ equal to VJT. Afterwards, the 
four CLKS are tuned towards the target. The digital unit 
performs correlation and average at 32MHz. The accurate 
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digitization of VJ needs 1M average cycles for full scale input 
signal. The digital unit is shared by the channel offset and gain 
estimation for averaging the ADC output and its absolute value. 
The gain and offset errors are corrected by tuning the local 
reference levels and the comparator preamp (Fig. 5). The 
tuning control is done by the software for flexibility. Active 
source-follower buffers are used to avoid large decoupling 
capacitors and improve the channel isolation. The CDAC 
redundancy allows reasonable power spent on the reference 
buffers. The asynchronous clock circuit is with customized 
logic cell optimized for critical rising and falling edges. The 
SAR logic is with dynamic latches for low power and low 
latency. The SAR sub-channels operate under global 0.85V 
supply, while the reference and clock supplies are internally 
regulated from analog 1.5V for low noise and jitter. 
 

Experiment Results 
    The TI SAR ADC is fabricated in a 16nmFFP process with 
an area of 0.014mm2. Fig. 6 shows the micrograph and layout. 
10% of the total area is spent on interleaving mismatch 
estimation and correction (analog 5%, digital 5%). Operating 
at 2GS/s, the ADC consumes 5.1mW from 0.85V and 5.3mW 
from 1.5V. Fig. 7(a) shows the measured FFT plot with 
991MHz 1.1Vpp input signal, the output is decimated by 63x. 
The Nyquist rate SNDR and SFDR is 50.1dB and 56dB, 
respectively. The highest HD2 is caused by the twisting and 
unbalanced signal paths on the combo test board. The timing 
skew calibration reduces the mismatch spur by 9dB to -64dB 
level.  Fig. 7(b) shows the measured INL of 0.72LSB and DNL 
of 0.65LSB. The dynamic performance versus the input 
frequency is plot in Fig. 8. The low frequency SNDR is 54.5dB, 
leading to the FOM of 12fJ/conv-step including the reference 
buffers and regulators. The 2GS/s conversion rate can be 
maintained at the worst case of 0.8V 80ºC on SS parts with 
<3dB SNR loss.  Table I gives the performance summary and 
comparison with the recently reported TI SAR ADCs.     
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Fig. 6 Chip micrograph & Layout�

�
Fig. 8 Dynamic performance�

 

Fig. 7 (a) FFT plot w/&w/o (grey) timing calibration (b) INL/DNL�

Table I Performance summary 

 
ISSCC 15 

[5] 
ISSCC 16 

[7] 
VLSI 16 

[3] This work 

Process (nm) 45 40 16 16 
Architecture 12x FATI 16x TI 4x TI 4x TI 

Resolution (bit) 10 10 10 10 
Speed (GS/s) 1.7 2.6 1.6 2 

Skew Calibration Ana+Dig Dig Dig Ana+Dig 
Input Swing (Vpp) N/A 1.4 1 1.1 

Supply (V) 1.2 1.1 0.95 0.85/1.5 
Power (mW) 15.4 18.4 9.8 10.4 
SNDR* (dB) 57.2/56.1 54.2/50.6 55/50.3 54.5/50.1 
FOM* (fJ/c-s) 15.5/21 16.8/25.6 13.3/23 12/20 
Area [ mm2] 0.36 0.825 0.023 0.014** 

* low freq / Nyquist 
** Include calibration digital unit 

�
Fig. 4 ADC block diagram�

�
Fig. 5 (a) Gain (b) Offset tuning circuit�
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Digital timing extraction

Different algorithms are used to compute the timing from the
digitized samples

There is nothing such an optimal method

Some techiques can be more suited that others for real time execution
on FPGA

Some examples of digital algorithm:

Digital leading edge

Digital constant fraction

Interpolation

Initial slope approximation

...

To learn more: E. Delagnes, Precise Pulse Timing based on Ultra-Fast Waveform Digitizers,

Lecture given at the IEEE NSS Symposium, Valencia, 2011
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CFD: the principle

The input signal is both delayed and attenuated

The delayed and attenuated signals are combined to yield a bipolar
waveform

The zero crossing of the bipolar waveform is used for timing
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CFD: the algorithm

Assume a step input signal:

V (t) =


0 for t < 0

t
tr
V0 for 0 < t < tr

V0 for t > tr

td > tr , amplitude compensation

fV0 =
t−td
tr

V0 tzc = ftr + td

td < tr , ARC compensation

f t
tr
V0 =

t−td
tr

V0 tzc =
td
1−f
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CFD: in practice

Take now simple CR − RC shaping and an ideal delay line:

t − td
τ

e−
t−td
τ − f

t

td
e
− t

τd = 0→ tzc =
tde

td
τ

e
td
τ − f

Jitter optimization: τ = tcoll→ sensitivity to pulse shape fluctuations!

Can be reduced by reducing td , f , or both...

CFDs rely of fully linear signal processing

The analog version is not trivial to implement in modern CMOS
technologies due to the reduced voltage headroom, but it can be
done.
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Toward 4D tracking pixels

Need to combine traditional performance of hybrid pixels with timing
Specifications

designed to comply with RD53 specs

include 16 pixel front-ends, grouped in 4
analog islands

feature high writing speed

� capable of saving one event per clock
cycle, no region-wide deadtime

low power consumption

achieve high e�ciency

� < 0.5% pixel event loss

support for both triggered and triggerless operating modes

support for both Torino and Bergamo/Pavia AFEs via dedicated interfaces

support for binary mode, normal mode and fast mode (Torino only)

A. Paternò - 27.09.2016 TWEPP 2016 16 / 40

50 micrometer pitch

Charge measurement for
interpolation (and time-walk
correction!)

Latency buffer for trigger
matching (or data queuing)

It is matter of integration
density

Technologies beyond 65 nm
probably needed

Starting R&D in 28 nm
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Timing with CMOS sensorsTowerJazz	Investigator	chip	

Torino,	11	maggio	2018	 A.	Andreazza	-	HVR_CCPD	Report	 12	

Modified Process 
•  Added a planar junction on the 

whole sensor area
•  Keeping low capacitance (~fF):

•  fast signal
•  low noise

•  Increasing radiation hardness

•  CERN SPS Test Beams in 2016 
and 2017
•  180 GeV pion beam

Standard Process
•  Difficult to extend depletion region below the p-well
•  Limited radiation hardness

Investigator chip (CERN) 
TJ 180 nm CMOS 
Full depletion of the epitaxial layer

INFN - SEED

SEED approach
Customized 110nm CMOS process:
- High resistivity n-type substrate
- Intermediate resistivity n-type epitaxial layer
- Deep pwell (nwell insulation)

3SEED project (INFN-LFoundry) 
LF 110 nm CMOS 
Back-side processing 
Full bulk depletion (300 um or more)

Many effort worldwide towards fully depleted CMOS sensors

Charge collection only by drift improves radiation hardness and charge
collection time

Low collection capacitance

Can be very promising also for fast (and cheap) timing
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To partially conclude...

Several factors challenge the timing accuracy of a system:

Random noise internal to the front-end electronics (can be traded with
power)

Random noise from external sources (e.g. clock distribution system)

Signal integrity (substrate noise, PSSR, etc..)

Pulse amplitude variations

Pulse shape variations

I Timing below 100 ps rms is not trivial!!

I Electronics for ps timing is (in principle) already there!

I But what about sensors?

I Sensor and front-end codesign essential to achieve best possible
timing
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A little bit of geography

Founded before the Romans

First capital of Italy
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INFN in Torino

Turin was one of the founding Section of INFN

Today very active in all INFN scientific lines

particle physics
astroparticle physics
nuclear physics
theoretical physics
instrumentation development, medical physics

Strong tradition in

Electronics and microelectronics
Computing
Mechanics
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The ASIC design group

The group is part of our electronics lab (14 permanent staff member)

ASIC, FPGA, PCB design, integration...

ASIC folks

4 design engineers + 1 test engineer
3 technicians
15 students
dedicated PhD program with the local engineering school (Politecnico
di Torino)

Activities

Design of mixed-signal front-end ASICs
From the idea to the system integration and follow-up
In stand-alone or in cooperation with other partners
Both R&D and system design
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Some guys from Torino (not from the ASIC group...)

Giuseppe Lodovico Lagrangia
(1736 - 1813)

Lorenzo Carlo Amedeo Romano
Avogadro (1776-1856)
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Other highlights of the city...
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...and its surroundings
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To really conclude

Welcome to Torino...

Have a very productive workshop...

...but properly adjust your timing to enjoy also the city!
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